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DESCRIPTION

Dubai is the focus of international economic interests and icon of innovation and 
ventures. Everybody knows the Palm Islands, The World and other projects created from 
nothing. Hollywood stars and international companies are competing for a housing 
market that probably has no equal for speed and versatility of his development. In a 
short time, this has made Dubai a paradise for architects. A place where every 
architecture experiment is possible. Today many of the more interesting projects are 
here and every new project hopes to be the symbol of the city, creating a kind of 
wonderland for architecture. In this situation, it is difficult to create another 
symbolic architecture. Most of current global architectural language is based on 
abstraction, that, as in art, has become an end in itself, or simply on fancy 
creation. For this reason, another conventional architecture, even extraordinary, 
would hardly become the symbol that you want and, even if it does, another project 
could be even more surprising. The only possibility is taking refuge in the 
figurative field. That is getting detached from what is today’s international 
architectural language. We can not invent a figurative language, we simply need to 
watch what we want to represent and then design it. So we just need to wonder which 
figure best represents Dubai. That figure is the palm and, in fact, first islands 
created here had that shape, making it a worldwide recognizable icon. So our choice 
is to build a palm. Although this idea may seem too simple, it is easy to realize 
that structure, functioning and figurative symbolism all simultaneously contribute to 
represent Dubai. A non-building both in terms of functioning and shape. Not a 
building, but an immediately recognizable symbol, unmistakable even in the varied 
city skyline. 
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